
Front Beam Fitting Instructions 
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FRONT BEAM PRODUCT PRODUCTION

2019 13 09 18

Its almost 20 years since CE produced the Worlds first Production all new Bus Beam. During that period we 
have refined and developed the design to what we have today. We believe is the best product of its kind 
available..

Our latest beams incorporates CAD, CAM and CNC laser technology to make each part fit and work 
perfectly. Our beams are renowned for the quality of the welding which is executed to the highest 
standard in house in our latest precision jigs. This insures a perfect fit and maximum integrity. 

The new 2019 Beams are Stronger, lighter and give increased ground clearance and are now available in 
3 different widths and 16 different variants* 6 Bolt Dual Fitment on certain models allows fitment to Split or 
Bay.  (*including Custom Export models)  

New CNC Laser Cut welding jig for consistent accurate 
alignment of parts during Stage 1 of Beam production. 

Beams are transferred to a second dual axis rotating jig 
designed in house to give complete and comfortable 
access for welding to the highest standard.

Laser Cut End Turrets are positioned 
perfectly on Jig for accuracy.

Part of our Build station that holds 3 
lengths of tubes and End Turrets 
ready for use.

Custom Built Beams meeting Swiss 
TUV for our Swiss dealer.

CE Front Beam Turrets are not designed for and neither should be used with Coil Over, AirBag Over or Hydraulic Rams.

COIL OVER SHOCK AIRBAG OVER SHOCK HYDRAULIC RAM

Creative Engineering accept no responsibility for the way axles are assembled, modified or used, nor 
for any injury caused during assembly, fitting and use. Original VW workshop manuals should be 
referred to at all times for in depth technical advise.

STANDARD WIDTH BALL JOINT 2.75" NARROWED  BALL JOINT 4" SUPER NARROWED K&L PIN

16 VERSIONS AVAILABLE !!

Air Suspension Front Beam is the result of over 20 years of development. 

Before you get stuck into your new Beams installation, please take time to read these instructions carefully 
to get the most from your new Weedeater Beam. 
We recommend the assembly of your front beam should only be carried out by a competent person 
preferably with automotive engineering experience. If in doubt, get the job done by a professional.

TELESCOPIC SHOCK

MADE
IN  UK
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    4" SUPER NARROW

SPLIT BUS WITH K&LP

STOCK WIDTH

BAY BUS WITH BJ BAY BUS WITH BJ

    4" SUPER NARROW

BAY BUS WITH BJ BAY BUS  FITTED WITH SPLIT K&LP BAY BUS  FITTED WITH SPLIT K&LP

      4" SUPER NARROWED AIR

SPLIT & BAY BUS WITH K&LP

WALK THROUGH BUS

      4" SUPER NARROWED AIR

SPLIT & BAY BUS WITH K&LP

BULKHEAD BUS

SPLIT BUS WITH K&LP

STOCK WIDTH

SPLIT BUS WITH K&LP

£1450£1450£595£595£595

£595£595£595£595£595

Its almost 20 years since CE produced the Worlds first Production all new Bus Beam. During that period we have refined and developed the design to what we have today. We believe is the best product of its kind available.
All our beams incorporate CAD, CAM and CNC laser technology to make each part fit and work perfectly. Our beams are renowned for the quality of the welding which is executed to the highest standard in house in our latest precision jigs. 
This insures a perfect fit and maximum integrity. Our latest Beams are Stronger, lighter and give increased ground clearance and are now available in 3 different widths and 16 different variants.

2  75 “ NARROWED 2  75 “ NARROWED

2  75 “ NARROWED HYBRID 2  75 “ NARROWED HYBRID

MADE
IN  UK

FRONT BEAM PRODUCT RANGE

2019 13 09 18
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Top Quality
Needle Bearings

2 SIZES New Swing  Arm Sleeves

Adjustable steering lock stops

New steering pin kit installed

Fitted Dual CE Adjustors 

Heavy wall CDS tubing

Dual steering damper mount for LHD or RHD buses

Billet Shock Mounts

Top Shock Kit Beam to Chassis Kit

Swing Arm not included

Factory style
Grease Seal Cover

      STOCK WIDTH

SPLIT BUS

CE STANDARD WIDTH BEAM

Original VW dimple centres 950mm

Original VW Overall Spring Length 975mm

910 mm OVERALL WIDTH OF BEAM

Original VW dimple centre  475mm Original VW dimple centre  475mm

ORIGINAL VW SPRING REQUIRES NO MODIFICATION

Centre dimple is shown same side as outer dimples. In reality it is on opposite side (rear) of spring.

ABOUT YOUR SPRINGS.
When they were new, your nine leaf springs were welded together at both ends to aid insertion into the beam. Very 
often the welds will have broken over the years. If they have they will need to be re welded to make it easier to refit the 
springs.    A good idea is to use your swings arms to accurately position all nine leaves prior to welding. If you knock the 
end cap out of the swing arm you can slide the springs through a couple of inches to allow enough space to weld the 
leaves. When they have cooled chamfer the spring bundle with a 3-4mm angle on all four sides with a sanding disc. 
This will make it easy to insert the spring.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock
the springs in position. The bosses are secured in place
by pressed dimples and a grub screw. Adjustors allow these 
to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are secured
 in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs 
unless they are accurately positioned and welded.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock the springs in position. 
The bosses are secured in place by pressed dimples and a grub screw. 
Adjustors allow these to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are 
secured in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs unless
 they are accurately positioned and welded.

SHORTENING YOUR SPRINGS.
Do not shorten your springs until you have drilled the new dimples. When they are drilled you can cut the springs 
down with an angle grinder fitted with a thin cutting disc. You will then have to re weld the spring ends.

Your original springs were approx 975mm long and need to be shortened down to suit which ever beam you have 
bought. Be sure to cut equal amounts of each end of the spring. You need to re drill new dimples EXACTLY as the chart 
below shows. Do this by dot punching a mark first. When you are sure that your dot punches are correct, you can drill a 
pilot hole of 3mm to the depth of the original dimple. Follow up with a 6mm hole and them a 9mm. Work up to the 
12mm hole size that the original had.
It is CRITICAL that you replicate the original dimple as accurately as possible. Check that the 12mm drill has a point 
similar to the original dimple. If not sharpen the drill bit until it does match. Use oil to keep the drill tip cool. Reduce drill 
speed as you increase the diameter of the hole.  If it gets hot it will blunt quickly as the material is very hard. You will find 
it vital to use good quality, sharp drill bits to make this job easy. If you have a friend in a machine shop, let him do the 
job using a cobalt hardened drill with coolant. 

This is critical as the only thing that holds your front end together are the four grub screws that fit into these 
dimples.   If in doubt get an engineer to do the job. Creative Engineering accept no responsibility for incorrectly 
drilled dimples.

KING & LINK PIN

FRONT SWING ARM 

T2 SPLIT 1954-1967 with King & Link Pin 

                  4 BOLT STANDARD FITMENT  
Use with Stock Spindles
        for  2" drop

Stronger

Lighter

Increased Ground Clearance

Grease nipples (5)

CE Urethane Swing Arm Seals

Integral Tie Down

Also Included

MADE
IN  UK

4

CENTRAL SPRING BOSS 

Highest Quality Welding

Using Split                                                 Arms & hubs



Top Quality
Needle Bearings

Adjustable steering lock stops

New steering pin kit installed

Fitted Dual CE Adjustors 

Heavy wall CDS tubing

Dual steering damper mount for LHD or RHD buses

Billet Shock Mounts

Factory style
Grease Seal Cover

2 SIZES New Swing  Arm Sleeves Top Shock Kit Beam to Chassis Kit

Swing Arm not included

CE NARROWED 2.75" (70mm)

New dimples must be 880 between centres

Cut down to 908 overall length

835 OVERALL WIDTH OF BEAM

Drill new dimple 440 from centre dimple Drill new dimple 440 from centre dimple

Centre dimple is shown same side as outer dimples. In reality it is on opposite side (rear) of spring.

ABOUT YOUR SPRINGS.
When they were new, your nine leaf springs were welded together at both ends to aid insertion into the beam. Very 
often the welds will have broken over the years. If they have they will need to be re welded to make it easier to refit the 
springs.    A good idea is to use your swings arms to accurately position all nine leaves prior to welding. If you knock the 
end cap out of the swing arm you can slide the springs through a couple of inches to allow enough space to weld the 
leaves. When they have cooled chamfer the spring bundle with a 3-4mm angle on all four sides with a sanding disc. 
This will make it easy to insert the spring.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock
the springs in position. The bosses are secured in place
by pressed dimples and a grub screw. Adjustors allow these 
to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are secured
 in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs 
unless they are accurately positioned and welded.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock the springs in position. 
The bosses are secured in place by pressed dimples and a grub screw. 
Adjustors allow these to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are 
secured in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs unless
 they are accurately positioned and welded.

SHORTENING YOUR SPRINGS.
Do not shorten your springs until you have drilled the new dimples. When they are drilled you can cut the springs 
down with an angle grinder fitted with a thin cutting disc. You will then have to re weld the spring ends.

Your original springs were approx 975mm long and need to be shortened down to suit which ever beam you have 
bought. Be sure to cut equal amounts of each end of the spring. You need to re drill new dimples EXACTLY as the chart 
below shows. Do this by dot punching a mark first. When you are sure that your dot punches are correct, you can drill a 
pilot hole of 3mm to the depth of the original dimple. Follow up with a 6mm hole and them a 9mm. Work up to the 
12mm hole size that the original had.
It is CRITICAL that you replicate the original dimple as accurately as possible. Check that the 12mm drill has a point 
similar to the original dimple. If not sharpen the drill bit until it does match. Use oil to keep the drill tip cool. Reduce drill 
speed as you increase the diameter of the hole.  If it gets hot it will blunt quickly as the material is very hard. You will find 
it vital to use good quality, sharp drill bits to make this job easy. If you have a friend in a machine shop, let him do the 
job using a cobalt hardened drill with coolant. 

This is critical as the only thing that holds your front end together are the four grub screws that fit into these 
dimples.   If in doubt get an engineer to do the job. Creative Engineering accept no responsibility for incorrectly 
drilled dimples.

        2  75" NARROWED70mm

FRONT SWING ARM 

T2 SPLIT 1954-1967 with King & Link Pin 
                  4 BOLT STANDARD FITMENT  

Use with Stock Spindles
    for Stock height to 6" drop*

Use with Dropped Spindles
          for 3" to 9" drop*

Stronger

Lighter

Increased Ground Clearance

SPLIT BUS
KING & LINK PINUsing Split                                                 Arms & hubs

45



Top Quality
Needle Bearings

Adjustable steering lock stops

New steering pin kit installed

Fitted Dual CE Adjustors 

Heavy wall CDS tubing

Dual steering damper mount for LHD or RHD buses

Billet Shock Mounts

SUPER NARROWED 4" (101mm)

768 OVERALL WIDTH OF BEAM (outside of turret)

Overall Spring Length 870mm

Drill new dimple 415 from centre dimple

New dimples must be 830 between centres

Centre dimple is shown same side as outer dimples. In reality it is on opposite side (rear) of spring.

Drill new dimple 415 from centre dimple

ABOUT YOUR SPRINGS.
When they were new, your nine leaf springs were welded together at both ends to aid insertion into the beam. Very 
often the welds will have broken over the years. If they have they will need to be re welded to make it easier to refit the 
springs.    A good idea is to use your swings arms to accurately position all nine leaves prior to welding. If you knock the 
end cap out of the swing arm you can slide the springs through a couple of inches to allow enough space to weld the 
leaves. When they have cooled chamfer the spring bundle with a 3-4mm angle on all four sides with a sanding disc. 
This will make it easy to insert the spring.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock
the springs in position. The bosses are secured in place
by pressed dimples and a grub screw. Adjustors allow these 
to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are secured
 in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs 
unless they are accurately positioned and welded.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock the springs in position. 
The bosses are secured in place by pressed dimples and a grub screw. 
Adjustors allow these to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are 
secured in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs unless
 they are accurately positioned and welded.

SHORTENING YOUR SPRINGS.
Do not shorten your springs until you have drilled the new dimples. When they are drilled you can cut the springs 
down with an angle grinder fitted with a thin cutting disc. You will then have to re weld the spring ends.

Your original springs were approx 975mm long and need to be shortened down to suit which ever beam you have 
bought. Be sure to cut equal amounts of each end of the spring. You need to re drill new dimples EXACTLY as the chart 
below shows. Do this by dot punching a mark first. When you are sure that your dot punches are correct, you can drill a 
pilot hole of 3mm to the depth of the original dimple. Follow up with a 6mm hole and them a 9mm. Work up to the 
12mm hole size that the original had.
It is CRITICAL that you replicate the original dimple as accurately as possible. Check that the 12mm drill has a point 
similar to the original dimple. If not sharpen the drill bit until it does match. Use oil to keep the drill tip cool. Reduce drill 
speed as you increase the diameter of the hole.  If it gets hot it will blunt quickly as the material is very hard. You will find 
it vital to use good quality, sharp drill bits to make this job easy. If you have a friend in a machine shop, let him do the 
job using a cobalt hardened drill with coolant. 

This is critical as the only thing that holds your front end together are the four grub screws that fit into these 
dimples.   If in doubt get an engineer to do the job. Creative Engineering accept no responsibility for incorrectly 
drilled dimples.

New Quality Swing  Arm Sleeves Top Shock Kit Beam to Chassis Kit Lower Swing Arm Kit

Swing Arm not included

    4" SUPER NARROW101mm

FRONT SWING ARM 

T2 SPLIT 1954-1967 with King & Link Pin 

                  4 BOLT STANDARD FITMENT  
Use with Dropped Spindles

          for 3" to 9" drop*

Stronger

Lighter

Increased Ground Clearance

Grease nipples (5)

Integral Tie Down

CE Urethane Swing Arm Seals

Also Included

MADE
IN  UK

4

CENTRAL SPRING BOSS 

Highest Quality Welding

Grease nipples (5)

Integral Tie Down

CE Urethane Swing Arm Seals

Also Included

MADE
IN  UK

6

CENTRAL SPRING BOSS 

Highest Quality Welding

SPLIT BUS
KING & LINK PINUsing Split                                                 Arms & hubs



Top Quality
Needle Bearings

Grease nipples (5)

CE Urethane Swing Arm Seals

Adjustable steering lock stops

New steering pin kit installed

Heavy wall CDS tubing

Dual steering damper mount for LHD or RHD buses

Integral Tie Down

Top Shock Kit Beam to Chassis Kit

Factory style
Grease Seal Cover

Also Included

ABOUT YOUR SPRINGS.
When they were new, your nine leaf springs were welded together at both ends to aid insertion into the beam. Very 
often the welds will have broken over the years. If they have they will need to be re welded to make it easier to refit the 
springs.    A good idea is to use your swings arms to accurately position all nine leaves prior to welding. If you knock the 
end cap out of the swing arm you can slide the springs through a couple of inches to allow enough space to weld the 
leaves. When they have cooled chamfer the spring bundle with a 3-4mm angle on all four sides with a sanding disc. 
This will make it easy to insert the spring.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock
the springs in position. The bosses are secured in place
by pressed dimples and a grub screw. Adjustors allow these 
to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are secured
 in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs 
unless they are accurately positioned and welded.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock the springs in position. 
The bosses are secured in place by pressed dimples and a grub screw. 
Adjustors allow these to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are 
secured in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs unless
 they are accurately positioned and welded.

SHORTENING YOUR SPRINGS.
Do not shorten your springs until you have drilled the new dimples. When they are drilled you can cut the springs 
down with an angle grinder fitted with a thin cutting disc. You will then have to re weld the spring ends.

Your original springs were approx 975mm long and need to be shortened down to suit which ever beam you have 
bought. Be sure to cut equal amounts of each end of the spring. You need to re drill new dimples EXACTLY as the chart 
below shows. Do this by dot punching a mark first. When you are sure that your dot punches are correct, you can drill a 
pilot hole of 3mm to the depth of the original dimple. Follow up with a 6mm hole and them a 9mm. Work up to the 
12mm hole size that the original had.
It is CRITICAL that you replicate the original dimple as accurately as possible. Check that the 12mm drill has a point 
similar to the original dimple. If not sharpen the drill bit until it does match. Use oil to keep the drill tip cool. Reduce drill 
speed as you increase the diameter of the hole.  If it gets hot it will blunt quickly as the material is very hard. You will find 
it vital to use good quality, sharp drill bits to make this job easy. If you have a friend in a machine shop, let him do the 
job using a cobalt hardened drill with coolant. 

This is critical as the only thing that holds your front end together are the four grub screws that fit into these 
dimples.   If in doubt get an engineer to do the job. Creative Engineering accept no responsibility for incorrectly 
drilled dimples.

CE STANDARD WIDTH BEAM

Original VW dimple centres 950mm

Original VW Overall Spring Length 975mm

910 mm OVERALL WIDTH OF BEAM

Original VW dimple centre  475mm Original VW dimple centre  475mm

ORIGINAL VW SPRING REQUIRES NO MODIFICATION

Centre dimple is shown same side as outer dimples. In reality it is on opposite side (rear) of spring.

Dual Multi Fit Servo Mounts

Bay & Split Fitment

MADE
IN  UK DUAL FIT  BAY & SPLIT BUS

      STOCK WIDTH

Fitted Dual CE Adjustors 

Billet Shock Mounts

7

FRONT SWING ARM 

CENTRAL SPRING BOSS 

T2 SPLIT 1954-1967 Ball Joint (Non Standard)

T2 BAY 1968-1979 with Ball Joint (Standard) 

                  6 BOLT DUAL FITMENT  
Use with Stock Spindles
        for  2" drop

Highest Quality Welding

Stronger

Lighter

Increased Ground Clearance

BALL JOINT Using Bay                                    Arms & hubs



ABOUT YOUR SPRINGS.
When they were new, your nine leaf springs were welded together at both ends to aid insertion into the beam. Very 
often the welds will have broken over the years. If they have they will need to be re welded to make it easier to refit the 
springs.    A good idea is to use your swings arms to accurately position all nine leaves prior to welding. If you knock the 
end cap out of the swing arm you can slide the springs through a couple of inches to allow enough space to weld the 
leaves. When they have cooled chamfer the spring bundle with a 3-4mm angle on all four sides with a sanding disc. 
This will make it easy to insert the spring.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock
the springs in position. The bosses are secured in place
by pressed dimples and a grub screw. Adjustors allow these 
to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are secured
 in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs 
unless they are accurately positioned and welded.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock the springs in position. 
The bosses are secured in place by pressed dimples and a grub screw. 
Adjustors allow these to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are 
secured in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs unless
 they are accurately positioned and welded.

SHORTENING YOUR SPRINGS.
Do not shorten your springs until you have drilled the new dimples. When they are drilled you can cut the springs 
down with an angle grinder fitted with a thin cutting disc. You will then have to re weld the spring ends.

Your original springs were approx 975mm long and need to be shortened down to suit which ever beam you have 
bought. Be sure to cut equal amounts of each end of the spring. You need to re drill new dimples EXACTLY as the chart 
below shows. Do this by dot punching a mark first. When you are sure that your dot punches are correct, you can drill a 
pilot hole of 3mm to the depth of the original dimple. Follow up with a 6mm hole and them a 9mm. Work up to the 
12mm hole size that the original had.
It is CRITICAL that you replicate the original dimple as accurately as possible. Check that the 12mm drill has a point 
similar to the original dimple. If not sharpen the drill bit until it does match. Use oil to keep the drill tip cool. Reduce drill 
speed as you increase the diameter of the hole.  If it gets hot it will blunt quickly as the material is very hard. You will find 
it vital to use good quality, sharp drill bits to make this job easy. If you have a friend in a machine shop, let him do the 
job using a cobalt hardened drill with coolant. 

This is critical as the only thing that holds your front end together are the four grub screws that fit into these 
dimples.   If in doubt get an engineer to do the job. Creative Engineering accept no responsibility for incorrectly 
drilled dimples.

MADE
IN  UK

70mm        2  75" NARROWED

Factory style
Grease Seal Cover

Top Quality
Needle Bearings

Grease nipples (5)

Adjustable steering lock stops

New steering pin kit installed

Fitted Dual CE Adjustors 

Heavy wall CDS tubing

Dual steering damper mount for LHD or RHD buses

Integral Tie Down

Dual Multi Fit Servo Mounts

Bay & Split Fitment

Billet Shock Mounts

8

FRONT SWING ARM 

CENTRAL SPRING BOSS 

T2 SPLIT 1954-1967 Ball Joint (Non Standard)

T2 BAY 1968-1979 with Ball Joint (Standard) 

                  6 BOLT DUAL FITMENT  

CE Urethane Swing Arm Seals Top Shock Kit Beam to Chassis Kit

Also Included

Use with Dropped Spindles
            for 5" drop*

Use with Stock Spindles
        for  2" drop

Stronger

Lighter

Increased Ground Clearance

Highest Quality Welding

CE NARROWED 2.75" (70mm)

New dimples must be 880 between centres

Cut down to 908 overall length

835 OVERALL WIDTH OF BEAM

Drill new dimple 440 from centre dimple Drill new dimple 440 from centre dimple

Centre dimple is shown same side as outer dimples. In reality it is on opposite side (rear) of spring.

DUAL FIT  BAY & SPLIT BUS
BALL JOINT Using Bay                                    Arms & hubs



    4" SUPER NARROW

SUPER NARROWED 4" (101mm)

768 OVERALL WIDTH OF BEAM (outside of turret)

Overall Spring Length 870mm

Drill new dimple 415 from centre dimple

New dimples must be 830 between centres

Centre dimple is shown same side as outer dimples. In reality it is on opposite side (rear) of spring.

Drill new dimple 415 from centre dimple

ABOUT YOUR SPRINGS.
When they were new, your nine leaf springs were welded together at both ends to aid insertion into the beam. Very 
often the welds will have broken over the years. If they have they will need to be re welded to make it easier to refit the 
springs.    A good idea is to use your swings arms to accurately position all nine leaves prior to welding. If you knock the 
end cap out of the swing arm you can slide the springs through a couple of inches to allow enough space to weld the 
leaves. When they have cooled chamfer the spring bundle with a 3-4mm angle on all four sides with a sanding disc. 
This will make it easy to insert the spring.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock
the springs in position. The bosses are secured in place
by pressed dimples and a grub screw. Adjustors allow these 
to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are secured
 in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs 
unless they are accurately positioned and welded.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock the springs in position. 
The bosses are secured in place by pressed dimples and a grub screw. 
Adjustors allow these to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are 
secured in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs unless
 they are accurately positioned and welded.

SHORTENING YOUR SPRINGS.
Do not shorten your springs until you have drilled the new dimples. When they are drilled you can cut the springs 
down with an angle grinder fitted with a thin cutting disc. You will then have to re weld the spring ends.

Your original springs were approx 975mm long and need to be shortened down to suit which ever beam you have 
bought. Be sure to cut equal amounts of each end of the spring. You need to re drill new dimples EXACTLY as the chart 
below shows. Do this by dot punching a mark first. When you are sure that your dot punches are correct, you can drill a 
pilot hole of 3mm to the depth of the original dimple. Follow up with a 6mm hole and them a 9mm. Work up to the 
12mm hole size that the original had.
It is CRITICAL that you replicate the original dimple as accurately as possible. Check that the 12mm drill has a point 
similar to the original dimple. If not sharpen the drill bit until it does match. Use oil to keep the drill tip cool. Reduce drill 
speed as you increase the diameter of the hole.  If it gets hot it will blunt quickly as the material is very hard. You will find 
it vital to use good quality, sharp drill bits to make this job easy. If you have a friend in a machine shop, let him do the 
job using a cobalt hardened drill with coolant. 

This is critical as the only thing that holds your front end together are the four grub screws that fit into these 
dimples.   If in doubt get an engineer to do the job. Creative Engineering accept no responsibility for incorrectly 
drilled dimples.

CE Urethane Swing Arm Seals Top Shock Kit Beam to Chassis Kit Lower Swing Arm Kit

Also Included

MADE
IN  UK

101mm

Top Quality
Needle Bearings

Dual steering damper mount for LHD or RHD buses

Fitted Dual CE Adjustors 

Dual Multi Fit Servo Mounts

Heavy wall CDS tubing

Adjustable steering lock stops

Grease nipples (5)

New steering pin kit installed

Integral Tie Down

Bay & Split Fitment

Billet Shock Mounts

9

FRONT SWING ARM 

CENTRAL SPRING BOSS 

T2 SPLIT 1954-1967 Ball Joint (Non Standard)
T2 BAY 1968-1979 with Ball Joint (Standard) 

                  6 BOLT DUAL FITMENT  
Use with Dropped Spindles

            for 5" drop*

Highest Quality Welding

Stronger

Lighter

Increased Ground Clearance

DUAL FIT  BAY & SPLIT BUS
BALL JOINT Using Bay                                    Arms & hubs



Top Quality
Needle Bearings

Grease nipples (5)

Adjustable steering lock stops

New steering pin kit installed

Fitted Dual CE Adjustors 

Heavy wall CDS tubing

Dual steering damper mount for LHD or RHD buses

Billet Shock Mounts

Integral Tie Down

Factory style
Grease Seal Cover

2 SIZES New Swing  Arm SleevesCE Urethane Swing Arm Seals Top Shock Kit Beam to Chassis Kit

Swing Arm not included

Also Included

ABOUT YOUR SPRINGS.
When they were new, your nine leaf springs were welded together at both ends to aid insertion into the beam. Very 
often the welds will have broken over the years. If they have they will need to be re welded to make it easier to refit the 
springs.    A good idea is to use your swings arms to accurately position all nine leaves prior to welding. If you knock the 
end cap out of the swing arm you can slide the springs through a couple of inches to allow enough space to weld the 
leaves. When they have cooled chamfer the spring bundle with a 3-4mm angle on all four sides with a sanding disc. 
This will make it easy to insert the spring.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock
the springs in position. The bosses are secured in place
by pressed dimples and a grub screw. Adjustors allow these 
to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are secured
 in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs 
unless they are accurately positioned and welded.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock the springs in position. 
The bosses are secured in place by pressed dimples and a grub screw. 
Adjustors allow these to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are 
secured in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs unless
 they are accurately positioned and welded.

SHORTENING YOUR SPRINGS.
Do not shorten your springs until you have drilled the new dimples. When they are drilled you can cut the springs 
down with an angle grinder fitted with a thin cutting disc. You will then have to re weld the spring ends.

Your original springs were approx 975mm long and need to be shortened down to suit which ever beam you have 
bought. Be sure to cut equal amounts of each end of the spring. You need to re drill new dimples EXACTLY as the chart 
below shows. Do this by dot punching a mark first. When you are sure that your dot punches are correct, you can drill a 
pilot hole of 3mm to the depth of the original dimple. Follow up with a 6mm hole and them a 9mm. Work up to the 
12mm hole size that the original had.
It is CRITICAL that you replicate the original dimple as accurately as possible. Check that the 12mm drill has a point 
similar to the original dimple. If not sharpen the drill bit until it does match. Use oil to keep the drill tip cool. Reduce drill 
speed as you increase the diameter of the hole.  If it gets hot it will blunt quickly as the material is very hard. You will find 
it vital to use good quality, sharp drill bits to make this job easy. If you have a friend in a machine shop, let him do the 
job using a cobalt hardened drill with coolant. 

This is critical as the only thing that holds your front end together are the four grub screws that fit into these 
dimples.   If in doubt get an engineer to do the job. Creative Engineering accept no responsibility for incorrectly 
drilled dimples.

MADE
IN  UK

        2  75" NARROWED HYBRID70mm
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FRONT SWING ARM 

CENTRAL SPRING BOSS 

T2 BAY 1968-1979 using Split Bus King & Link Pin 

                  6 BOLT DUAL FITMENT  
Use with Dropped Spindles

          for 3" to 9" drop*

Highest Quality Welding

Stronger

Lighter

Increased Ground Clearance

CE NARROWED 2.75" (70mm)

New dimples must be 880 between centres

Cut down to 908 overall length

835 OVERALL WIDTH OF BEAM

Drill new dimple 440 from centre dimple Drill new dimple 440 from centre dimple

Centre dimple is shown same side as outer dimples. In reality it is on opposite side (rear) of spring.

Using Split                                                 Arms & hubsKING & LINK PIN
BAY BUS



Top Quality
Needle Bearings

Grease nipples (5)

Adjustable steering lock stops

New steering pin kit installed

Fitted Dual CE Adjustors 

Heavy wall CDS tubing

Dual steering damper mount for LHD or RHD buses

Billet Shock Mounts

Integral Tie Down

SUPER NARROWED 4" (101mm)

768 OVERALL WIDTH OF BEAM (outside of turret)

Overall Spring Length 870mm

Drill new dimple 415 from centre dimple

New dimples must be 830 between centres

Centre dimple is shown same side as outer dimples. In reality it is on opposite side (rear) of spring.

Drill new dimple 415 from centre dimple

ABOUT YOUR SPRINGS.
When they were new, your nine leaf springs were welded together at both ends to aid insertion into the beam. Very 
often the welds will have broken over the years. If they have they will need to be re welded to make it easier to refit the 
springs.    A good idea is to use your swings arms to accurately position all nine leaves prior to welding. If you knock the 
end cap out of the swing arm you can slide the springs through a couple of inches to allow enough space to weld the 
leaves. When they have cooled chamfer the spring bundle with a 3-4mm angle on all four sides with a sanding disc. 
This will make it easy to insert the spring.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock
the springs in position. The bosses are secured in place
by pressed dimples and a grub screw. Adjustors allow these 
to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are secured
 in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs 
unless they are accurately positioned and welded.

Each tube has one of these central bosses that lock the springs in position. 
The bosses are secured in place by pressed dimples and a grub screw. 
Adjustors allow these to rotate and raise or lower the bus. Because they are 
secured in the middle of the tubes, it can be difficult to insert springs unless
 they are accurately positioned and welded.

SHORTENING YOUR SPRINGS.
Do not shorten your springs until you have drilled the new dimples. When they are drilled you can cut the springs 
down with an angle grinder fitted with a thin cutting disc. You will then have to re weld the spring ends.

Your original springs were approx 975mm long and need to be shortened down to suit which ever beam you have 
bought. Be sure to cut equal amounts of each end of the spring. You need to re drill new dimples EXACTLY as the chart 
below shows. Do this by dot punching a mark first. When you are sure that your dot punches are correct, you can drill a 
pilot hole of 3mm to the depth of the original dimple. Follow up with a 6mm hole and them a 9mm. Work up to the 
12mm hole size that the original had.
It is CRITICAL that you replicate the original dimple as accurately as possible. Check that the 12mm drill has a point 
similar to the original dimple. If not sharpen the drill bit until it does match. Use oil to keep the drill tip cool. Reduce drill 
speed as you increase the diameter of the hole.  If it gets hot it will blunt quickly as the material is very hard. You will find 
it vital to use good quality, sharp drill bits to make this job easy. If you have a friend in a machine shop, let him do the 
job using a cobalt hardened drill with coolant. 

This is critical as the only thing that holds your front end together are the four grub screws that fit into these 
dimples.   If in doubt get an engineer to do the job. Creative Engineering accept no responsibility for incorrectly 
drilled dimples.

New Quality Swing  Arm SleevesCE Urethane Swing Arm Seals Top Shock Kit Beam to Chassis Kit Lower Swing Arm Kit

Swing Arm not included

Also Included

    4" SUPER NARROW HYBRID

MADE
IN  UK

101mm
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FRONT SWING ARM 

CENTRAL SPRING BOSS 

                  6 BOLT STANDARD FITMENT  

T2 BAY 1968-1979 using Split Bus King & Link Pin 

Use with Dropped Spindles
          for 3" to 9" drop*

Highest Quality Welding

Stronger

Lighter

Increased Ground Clearance

BAY BUS
KING & LINK PINUsing Split                                                 Arms & hubs



CE Urethane Swing Arm Seals

      4" SUPER NARROWED AIR

Integral Tie Down

101mm

Also Included

Grease nipples (5)

New steering pin kit installed

Adjustable steering lock stops

2 SIZES New Swing  Arm Sleeves

Heavy wall CDS tubing

Swing Arm not included

                  AVAILABLE TO FIT ;
T2 SPLIT with King & Link Pin (Standard)
T2 BAY with King & Link Pin (Non Standard)

Billet Shock Mounts

Urethane Grease Seal Cover
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MADE
IN  UK

Walkthrough Bus Beam 

The walkthrough Bus has additional steel reinforcing below the 
cab floor which reduces the space available for the upper Air 
Mount.  The result is a 38 mm difference between Walkthrough 
and Bulkhead models.

Bulkhead Bus Air Beam 

The Bulkhead Bus has more space available for the upper Air 
Bag mount.  The result is a 38mm difference between 
Walkthrough and Bulkhead models. This results in a 38 mm lower 
drop than the Walkthrough model.

Top Shock Kit Beam to Chassis Kit Lower Swing Arm Kit

Our IFS Quad drive system is another World first for CE. By eliminating  the original VW 
Torsion Bars and twin retaining bar method, this system gives 100% Air Only suspension. 
Utilising 4 Ball bearings, 4 Needle Roller Bearings and 4 Thrust Ball bearings, it offers super 
smooth height changes a great ride

IFS Quad Drive 

Upper Bag Mounts

Thrust Washers (4))

Top Quality Needle Bearings

Top Quality Thrust Bearings (4)

Revised Laser Cut End Plates

Purpose built HT Retaining Bolt (4)

Dual Mount Split / Bay Bolt Pattern

Inner Sealed for life Inner Ball Bearing  (4))

Highest Quality Welding

This system is for use with Dropped Spindles only

Use with Dropped Spindles
          for 3" to 9" drop*

Stronger

Lighter

Increased Ground Clearance

Bay & Split Fitment

Castellated Locking Nut (4))

KING & LINK PINUsing Split                                                 Arms & hubs

DUAL FIT  SPLIT & BAY BUS



All VW buses built between 1949 and 1967 used King and Link pin spindles and matching trailing arms.
All trailing arms between 53-67  were manufactured from the same basic forging and all use the same inner bearing 
diameter of 43mm.  
However there were two sizes of outer bearing diameters used, they are 43.25 and 48mm. The 48mm unit was used 
when VW went from Bakerlite bushes to Needle roller bearings.   

TRAILING ARMS 

1953-64  TRAILING ARM WITH 43.25MM OUTER 
BEARING WITHOUT FACTORY BEARING SLEEVE

MID 1964-67  48MM OUTER BOSS ARM
WITH FACTORY BEARING SLEEVE REMOVED

MID 1964-67 48MM OUTER BEARING ARM
WITH FACTORY BEARING SLEEVE IN PLACE

43d

OUTER BEARINGINNER BEARING OUTER BEARINGINNER BEARING OUTER BEARINGINNER BEARING

Fig 1 Fig 2 Fig 3

THIS PAGE IS FOR SPLITSCREEN & BAY WINDOW OWNERS USING KING AND LINK PIN SUSPENSION ONLY. 

WHATEVER YOUR TRAILING ARM OUTER BEARING DIAMETER, IT MUST BE FITTED WITH OUR NEW SUPPLIED BEARING SLEEVE. 
                                         YOUR BEAM WILL NOT WORK WITHOUT OUR SLEEVE BEING FITTED. 

If your trailing arms have an outer bearing diameter of 43.25mm they do not have a factory fitted bearing sleeve  so you 
can go straight ahead and fit one of our supplied sleeves onto each of your trailing arms but read  NOTE  first.

If your trailing arms have an outside bearing diameter of 48mm (mid 64 -67), they already have a factory installed 
bearing sleeve fitted. You may find it hard to see and think that it is not there  but it is ! (Fig1) This must be removed and 
replaced with our new supplied 50mm bearing sleeve.  Remove the old sleeve by carefully sanding through it with a 
medium sanding disc (fig 2).  Look out for a split developing as you sand a way  (fig 3).  Be careful only to sand away the 
sleeve and not the arm. We do not recommend the use of heat to remove the sleeve as this will alter the molecular 
structure of the trailing arm.  It is vital there is no damage on your trailing arms outer bearing area that will make it difficult 
to fit our new sleeve. If there is it should carefully be removed with a very fine file and Emery cloth. 
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BAY WINDOW OWNERS THAT ARE USING STANDARD BALL JOINT BEAM SUSPENSION PLEASE SKIP THIS PAGE AND READ THE NEXT SECTION

43.25 43d 48.00 43d

You now need to carry out some simple selective assembly. 
Try fitting each of them over a swing arm and up to the outer bearing area.  
One will want to fit easier than the other but should still need to be pressed gently on. That would be the one to use. 
If you force the tighter one on you risk its Outside Diameter expanding and it will then not fit the needle Roller. If one 
of them falls on and is loose, use the tighter one. 

If all 8 sleeves are loose on all four of your swing arms there are only 2 reasons.
1) Your bus is a 1955 - 07 1963 or has suspension from that period. You will need the third set of bushes with a groove in.
2) You have 08 1963 to 1967 Bus and swing arms but they are badly worn and will need replacing.  This is a rare event. 
Call us in both cases for assistance.

If needed, use some light oil on the swing arm to help the sleeve slide into place.  
Leave approx 6mm gap to allow for our Silicone Seal to sit in place. See Fig 4.
Repeat on the other three arms. Normally you would use four of the same type of sleeve but if you have a particularly 
worn swing arm you can mix sleeves as the OD is the same on all at 50d.

READ THIS SECTION COMPLETELY & UNDERSTAND BEFORE INSTALLING ANY SLEEVES. 

The set with a radius at one end and a flat at the other has an internal diameter 
of 43.00 and is for buses between 08 1963 and 1967 with heavier worn swing arms.
We send a set of 4 of these with every K&LP beam.

The set with a radius at each end has a Internal diameter of 43.20 and is for buses 
between 08 1963 and 1967. This set suits lightly worn swing arms.
We send a set of 4 of these with every K&LP beam.

The set with a radius at both ends and a groove has a Internal diameter 
of 42.96 and is for buses  between 1955 and 07 1963 with lightly worn swing arms.
We do not send this set with every beam as there are far fewer early buses.

INSTALLING OUR NEW SLEEVES ONTO YOUR SWING ARMS 

You are now ready to install our new Bearing sleeves. 
The amount of wear on the outer bearing area will vary from bus to bus. To allow for this we have supplied you with 
two sets of sleeves. 
The two sets are different in that although their Outside Diameter is the same on both, the internal diameters are 
different. You can see the difference between them by looking at their ends. 

TAKE ONE OF EACH TYPE OF THE SUPPLIED SLEEVES. 

Fig 4 Fig 5

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS



SWING ARM MODIFICATION  -  FOR SUPER NARROW (4") BEAMS ONLY. 

This is what your removed swing arm looks like in 
standard form.

Here is a swing arm with the pin and stud removed.

Very carefully drill a location mark on the new stud 
being careful not to enlarge the 4mm hole. Remove 
stud & drill hole. Coat stud in Locktite & reinsert stud & 
lock pin. 

The photo on the 
left shows a 
shock installed 
and a clearance 
of approx 6mm 
between it and 
the end plate. 
Also shown is a 
support spacer 
on the top shock 
mount. This 
spreads loading 
and prevents 
wear on narrow 
mounts.

The shock stud is pressed into the swing arm and 
secured with a steel pin.

You now need to remove the 
slightly flared end of the shock 
boss.  Cut 15m from the 4mm 
hole as seen above.

With the conversion complete you can install our 
Silicone grease seal to help prevent dust and water 
ingress into the beam. 

C
U

T 
LI

N
E

15mm

Use a 4mm Pin Punch to knock the pin out. Avoid using a 
drill as your likely to enlarge the 4mm hole. 
If you have to, use a 3mm drill bit & drill from both sides.

Binx Nut
20 55

This shows how to modify your lower swing arm / shock mount to clear the upright turret on SUPER NARROW (4") beams. It is not difficult but needs to be carried out accurately. It can be completed with just a solid vise, a hacksaw, hammer and 
4mm drift pin although heat maybe required on stubborn or badly corroded parts.

Here is the swing arm with the shortened boss. Also 
shown is a shock stud modified from a M12 x 100 
hex bolt (10.9 tensile strength). A special Binx lock nut 
is shown.
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 BAY WINDOW OWNERS OR IF YOU ARE USING A BALL JOINT BEAM.
Your trailing arms already have a 50mm outer bearing surface as standard and require no modification prior to 
installation.  Grease both the trailing arm and spring to help installation.

ALL OWNERS....

SHOCK LENGTH CHART

250

255

260

275

290

BOLT TO BOLT CLOSED OPEN 

280CE280 205 75

STROKEPT NO

45

UP STROKE

280CE280 205 75 50

55280CE280 205 75

60280CE280 205 75265

65280CE280 205 75270

60290CE290 215 75

280 65290CE290 215 75

285 70290CE290 215 75

70300CE300 220 80

75300CE300 220 80295

70325CE325 230 95300

75325230 95305

80325230 95310

85325230 95315

DOWN STROKE

CE325

CE325

CE325

25

20

15

10

25

30

20

15

10

15

10

5

10
5

80350240 110320 30CE350

85350240 110325 25CE350

90350240 110330 20CE350

75375260 115335 40CE375

80375260 115340 35CE375

85375260 115345 30CE375

80400270 130350 50CE400

85400270 130355 45CE400

90400270 130360 40

85425280 145365 60CE425

90425280 145370 55

95425280 145375 50

CE425

CE425

CE400

85450295 155380 70CE450

90385 65

95390 60

CE450

CE450

450295

450295

155

155

90475305 170395 80CE475

95400 75

100405 70
475305

475305

CE475

CE475

170

170

105410 65475305CE475 170

425

430
435

440
445

450

110415

100420 CE500 500320 180

500320 180CE500

CE500

CE500

500320 180

500320 180

500320 180CE500
CE500

CE500

500320 180

500320 180

105

110

115

120
125

130

60

75

70

65

60
55

50

80

75

60
55

50

CE475 305 475 170

STEERING DAMPER
Occasionally and depending on the position 
your ratchets are set at, you may experience 
clearance issues with your steering damper. 
There are two ways round this.  You can remove 
the outer cover of the damper exposing the 
chrome shaft. Do this by running a 36 grit 
sanding disc around the top edge of the cover  
leaving the rubber bush untouched and in 
place. This will gain significant clearance .
Alternatively, we can supply a bracket as shown 
below. Please call us if you wish to.

You are now ready to insert the springs into your beam. If you have not already done so, it is a good idea to sand a small bevel all around the 
spring end to help ease insertion. 2 mm would be good. Slip the springs into the beam with the centre dimple facing towards the back of the 
beam so it can be locked into the adjustor. Try not to remove the grub screw in the adjuster completely or the centre boss will move out of 
position. Equally, the grub screw must be unscrewed enough for the springs to be able to pass through. Secure the springs with the grub screw 
just using just a hand held allen key and ordinary spanner. DO NOT CROSS THREAD THE BOSS. The grub screw should screw in without resistance. 
Do not use a socket set as this may over stress the grub screw. We suggest you set the adjustor about half way and set the bus up at the 
desired ride height after you have completely installed the beam. With the springs locked in the adjustors, you can now fit the trailing arms but 
before you do, be sure to grease both bearing surfaces on all four arms and the Roller bearings in the beam. 
Slip on a supplied CE Silicon Grease Seal onto each of the trailing arms. This is to help keep dust out of the bearings and the grease in. Apply 
some grease onto the spring and trailing arm and slip the trailing arm onto the spring and tap on until the grub screw can be installed and lock 
it into place.

Tip We recommend fitting the beam into the bus at this point before it gets too heavy to lift . Finish the spindle assembly and brakes on the bus.
WITH THE BEAM FITTED INTO THE BUS AND THE 4 TRAILING ARMS INSTALLED, PUMP THE BEAM FULL WITH GREASE UNTIL GREASE CAN BE SEEN 
SEEPING FROM THE OUTER BEARINGS. THIS IS VITAL FOR SMOOTH OPERATION OF THE BEAM & LONGEVITY OF THE BEARINGS.DO THE SAME WITH 
THE CENTRAL STEERING PIN AS WELL.

SHORTENING YOUR TIE RODS.
Your bus was originally  fitted with two tie rods. One was crimped and non adjustable and the second was adjustable. You need to replace the 
fixed one with another adjustable tie rod.  
We manufacture Heavy Duty specially designed shortened tie rods with 60mm of full internal thread which accepts unshortened tie rod ends. 
This allows full adjustment and maximum thread insertion. We recommend the bus tracking is set parallel to the rear wheels. We never have any 
problems if this is done on either stock or especially on narrowed beams. 

SHOX
All T2 Splits or Bays have 12mm Front shock mounts.  At the top the shocks are mounted to the beam with M12 x 100 or 120mm hex bolts and 
the lower mount utilises a M12 Stud and Locknut. Washers are fitted to both. Note If you find your lower stud measures 14mm, you have a 
rusted on steel tube from the old shock absorber !  VW only ever used 12mm studs on the lower swing arms.
The correct shock purchase is vital if your to obtain a decent ride on your bus. Most bad rides on lowered buses are down to two things. Bump 
stop interference on lowered buses and the shock length being wrong. It is vital you buy your shocks after your bus has been lowered and 
settled at the ride height you require. This includes having the engine installed and your interior fitted. The vehicle must be fully settled under 
full load when you measure your “Bolt to Bolt” length. We had Spax custom built a range of shocks to our design especially for buses.  We 
specified a valve that gives a softer starting position rather than their standard Sports car valve. Its adjustable from very soft to rock solid and 
can be dialed in to suit your ride. We stock them in 10 lengths so we can dial in a shock for you whatever your ride height. Measure your bolt to 
bolt length and call us. See the attached chart. 

WASHER

PLASTIC SEAL

CAP

THRUST WASHER

WHITE PLASTIC SEAL

BUSH

BUSH

SPRING WASHER

STEERING PIN

END CAP

FITTED BY CREATIVE

IDLER  ARM
We have installed  a new steering 
pin kit into your axle.
You need to complete the 
assembly by fitting your idler arm 
on top of the steering pin and lock 
it in position with the bolt and lock 
washer supplied.
Use a G clamp to pull the idler 
arm down onto the pin so you can 
get alignment for the bolt to fit. Be 
sure the bolt screws in without 
stripping its thread.

NOTE;
The pin kit we have used is a 68-80 
bay window bus pin as it does not 
require reaming to fit and is easily 
available. 
This is used on both our King & Link pin 
beams as well as the ball joint beam.

STEERING ARM INSTALLATION
Your Weedeater beam has had a new steering pin and bush kit installed. You will need to fit your steering arm onto the new pin. 
Refer to a workshop manual and the chart above.
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